
HONEYSTREET - WANSDYKE - ALTON BARNES.

6m. Park by arrangement at the Barge Inn, Honeystreet.  SU 101 616.

Leave the Inn towards the canal and walk ESE along the towpath to Honeystreet. At SU 1040 6154 leave 
the canal and regain the road. Cross the bridge and walk north to Alton Barnes. At a road junction at SU 
1050 6205 turn right and after 200m turn left through a curious turnstile. Cross the filed NNE and at SU 
1075 6215 reach a sunken lane. Walk left (NW) then NNE to a road at SU 108 624. Cross to another track 
and climb steadily NNE to another road at SU 109 628. Cross to a track and after ~100m turn left to walk 
parallel to the road below right. Eventually at SU 115 639 reach a cross track. Turn left to walk NW for 
~2/3 mile to reach the Wansdyke at SU 108 646. Take coffee here.

Then take the path left to walk parallel to the Wansdyke SW then WSW to a farm track at SU 102 646. 
Here take the FP parallel to the farm track and descend to SU 090 643 where rejoin the surface farm 
track. Continue on this generally south to reach a road at SU 090 627. Cross left and right to take the road 
into Stanton St Bernard. Pass the church on your left at SU 091 623 and, after a few metres, turn right and 
left passing stables. At SU 091 621 the track turns right again to reach the canal at England's Bridge at SU 
090 620. Cross the bridge and descend immediately on the left to reach the tow path. Walk along the path 
for a total of ½ mile, SE at first to go under Stanton Bridge and then NE to reach the Inn.
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